
Hexatina 3, 1000 PC
Dear Lord Oliveryn Chicdell-Witson,

My good friend and fellow municipal leader, I hope 
this letter finds you well.  I am sorry to say, I can not 
describe the situation in Redemption so.

We have recently suffered another attack by The 
Gaedracis.  Several lives have been lost and others badly 
effected.

Firstly, I believe your friend Ozimius will be saddened 
to hear that Tesela Argrave fell victim to the lich's 
necrotic weapons and is no longer with us.  She fought 
valiantly and allowed the High Priests of Zelmbring to 
defeat The Gaedracis' latest cadaveric instance.

Others lost include Shayla Mecastic and her entire 
caravan attacked in the same place ambushed last year and 
Altark Helm, who unwittingly welcomed the disguised 
villain to town.  The Blazing Griffon Inn was also 
destroyed as it seems to have been the target of the lich.



Its arrogant declarations indicated it thought The Heroes 
of Redemption still dwelt there.  I can only assume it 
was referring to you and your companions.

Luvian was instrumental in saving many lives as he 
had discovered only just in time what was happening and 
made sure no one was in the inn when the lich attacked.

Several others were gravely injured in the battle.  The 
one you may be most concerned about is Brezaya Talisin 
who is several months pregnant and in her current delirium 
indicates that you may be the father, Oliveryn.  She had 
been hiding it well, but she is not now expected to survive 
the birth of a child after enduring the wounds inflicted by 
the lich upon her.  Luvian understands this may prove to 
be a problem for you in Troll's Bridge and Tracyka has 
agreed to bring up the child here in Redemption...unless 
you wish to take on the mantle of parent and deal with the 
scandal that it will likely cause in the city.

I have sent this letter with Armaestis hoping to find



you in Troll's Bridge, but I understand that you may 
travel, so he will find you wherever you are.  I do hope you 
receive this letter quickly and can use Armaestis to find the 
lich's lair before it returns to full strength in a new body.

Armaestis has enchantments of a spiritual nature that 
your shaman friend Wintersky will be familiar with. 
Another Teton shaman by the name of BuffaloHorn 
recently arrived in the town on The Quest.  He participated 
admirably in the defense of Redemption and merged one of 
his companion spirits with Armaestis to help track the lich. 
BuffaloHorn has found a hidden stronghold believed to be 
hiding the lich and stays to watch over it until “The Heroes 
of Redemption” arrive to assist him in its final destruction. 
Armaestis is capable of leading you to it.
Sincerely yours,
Royal Elven Princess & Council Mistress of Redemption
Merizae Illamaesa


